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Christchurch’s Bridge of Remembrance and Cashel Street photographed during a rare
snowfall. This colour transparency by photographers Standish and Preece was taken
some time before the Christchurch earthquakes of 2010–2011 after which most of the
buildings in view were demolished. The Bridge of Remembrance was structurally
damaged during the 22 February 2011 earthquake and has been repaired and
strengthened, with the previous four metre piles being replaced by 27-metre-long
piles. Canterbury Museum, 2019.10.27485
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Editorial: Climate change

In 1911, the widely read Popular Mechanics, a science and technology
magazine founded in 1902 and still going strong today, published a four
page article titled ‘Remarkable Weather of 1911 – The Effect of the
Combustion of Coal on the Climate – What Scientists Predict for the
Future’.
The article, which made the world-wide weather of 1911 sound

remarkably like that of 2021, sounded the alarm about human-induced
climate change in stark and vivid terms that are remarkably similar to
contemporary scientific studies.

The furnaces of the world are now burning about 2,000,000,000 tons of
coal a year. When this is burned, uniting with oxygen, it adds about
7,000,000,000 tons of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere yearly. This tends
to make the air a more effective blanket for the earth and to raise its
temperature. The effect may be considerable in a few centuries.

This level of prescience is remarkable, but we ignored the warning – at
our obvious peril. It is now absolutely clear that climate change is
intruding on our lives and we are going to have to adapt. Counting our
carbon footprint, reducingwaste and avoiding indulgent consumptionwill
take an increasing amount of our time.Wemay need to invoke the Team of
FiveMillion ethic to get the countrywhere it needs to be.Or arewe now too
polarised to do that?
For those historians whose work already requires planning on how to

adapt, you will be all over this. Many others will be observers and
chroniclers of a revolution that will transform this country. It may be just
as well we are inured to change; there is plenty more coming.

— Michael Kelly
President
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Archives ditches Archway
Barry Rigby presents a blow by blow account of historians’
interactions with Archives New Zealand

The chequered history of Archives New Zealand will be familiar to
phanza members. Soon after the 1994 founding of phanza the
Department of Internal Affairs (dia) began a long bureaucratic campaign
to absorb and subordinateArchives. I remember protesting DIA designs on
Archives in 1995 with a sign that read ‘Hands off our History’.
Subsequently, the dia relegated Archives to a third-level tier agency.
Dispensing with the services of an independent Chief Archivist, it
appointed a succession of people without archival qualifications to replace
her. For the past two decades the dia-controlled Archives has lost most of
its experienced senior staff.
Compounding subordination within the dia, Archives progressively

resorted to digitisation in an effort to solve a myriad of professional
problems.Historians have nothing against digitisation per se, butArchives
has recently used digitisation as an excuse for a radical reduction in
service hours. In bothWellington and Auckland, an almost 50% reduction
in service hours has virtually crippled essential Treaty research there. Both
the Waitangi Tribunal, and the High Court, impose brutal delivery
deadlines on historians. Reduced Archives hours recently have prevented
Treaty historians frommeeting these deadlines.

archway rip

To make matters even worse, in February 2022 Archives replaced the
familiar Archway access system with a new ‘off-the-shelf’ Collections
system. HistoryWorks historians consulted Archives staff as the new
system went live in mid-February. When they alerted Archives staff to

serious flaws in Collections, the staff present promised to take prompt
remedial action.
Meanwhile Treaty Research Officials’ Committee (troc) and phanza

members issued a stream of vociferous complaints. One public historian
initially thought Collections was an improved version of Archway. Then
she ‘had a better look at it’ and immediately observed ‘it’s awful!’.Amilitary
historian deplored Archives’ lack of consultation. He commented ‘there
must be better off-the-shelf software options’. For Archives ‘to adopt a new
catalogue and finding aid system that is markedly inferior to what it
replaces must surely be unprecedented’.

troc’s march 2022 protest

With user complaints mounting, troc on 15 March sent Chief Archivist
Stephen Clarke the following protest:

We are writing to you as Chief Archivist to express our concerns about
howArchives New Zealand recently replaced its tried and trustedArchway
access system with a much less user friendly alternative You did this
without consulting us, and without prior public notice . . .

We concluded by calling for a face-to-face meeting with him to discuss
our concerns.
It tookArchives almost a month to respond to our protest.Honiana Love

on 13 April, acting for a Chief Archivist on medical leave, replied that
Archives considered Archway obsolete. She declared that the new ‘state-of-
the-art’ Collections system upgraded Archway. She claimed that Archives
announced its intention to ditchArchway as far back as November 2019 on
its website, and on Facebook and Twitter. Finally, she agreed tomeet with us
to discuss our concerns.

our 5 may encounterwith archives

Our expected face-to-face meeting with Honiana became an online Zoom
encounter withArchives in early May.VincentO’Malley opened the troc/
phanza case by explaining how halved Archives hours had made urgent
research in Auckland virtually impossible. He added that the Archives
project team had failed to implement any of theCollections improvements
HistoryWorks requested in February. These proposed improvements
included recognition of Archway references, record numbers and dates.
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Brent Parker from Crown Law asked why the Collections system assumed
‘that people know key words in the title of records [searched]’. This was
plainly an unfounded assumption.
Honiana Love conceded Collections fell short of user expectations, and

that it required progressive improvement to make it fit for purpose.While
we thought that she made a firm commitment to transfer Archway
functionality into the new system, she delayed her response to our 11 May
questions asking her to confirm this commitment inwriting.Nigel Robson
from Te Arawhiti explained that claimants had no way of navigating their
way through Collections, and his Te Arawhiti colleagues struggled to assist
them. Honiana offered us the services of Archives staff to ease this
situation, if Te Arawhiti could identify the most essential Treaty records.
My colleague Tui MacDonald reported thatWaitangi Tribunal members

experienced similar difficulties with Collections. She recommended that
Archives provide key users with dedicated online Collections training. She
also recommended that the troc/phanza complainants could assist with
the improvement of the online Archives Research Guides.
Archives recognised the value of our suggestions with the following

action items at the conclusion of the 5 May minutes:

► Archives NZ to remain in contact with all organisations involved in the
[5 May] meeting ... and [will] consult for advice on Collections Search;

► Archives NZ to investigate further training, including specialist
training;

► Meeting attendees to continue to send Archives NZ issues and suggest
improvements to the Collections search function to feed short and
longer term work programmes.

the delayed june response

During June Archives began further concessions that Collections required
major improvement.Archives on 10 June broadcast on its website that they
had ‘received feedback that the [Collections] site isn’t meeting users’ needs
…and issues with its performance have disrupted the work of many users’.
A few days later, Archives invited less than half the participants in the 5
May troc/phanza encounter to a 30 June ‘New Collections search
workshop for key users’. In Honiana’s invitation she announced:

From this workshop we will build a prioritised list of actions so that we

can work through addressing the issues to improve the [Collections]
platform for our users.

Te Arawhiti and Crown Law troc members, initially omitted from the
invitation list to this workshop, prevailed upon Archives to remedy this
omission by including them in additional workshops.

late june collectionsworkshops

Archives annoyingly separated the eight-person troc/phanza 5 May
delegation into three Zoom workshops starting on 28 June. They jammed
30 people (including 6-8 Archives staff) into the 30 June workshop I
attended. The 30 June workshop moderator, Ruka Yamakani, failed to
explain her own background.Nor did she ask the 20+ ‘key users’ on screen
to introduce themselves, or their research needs. She showed us an
introductory slide announcing, without discussion, that retaining
Archway, and limited Archives hours, were ‘out of scope’. She then
superimposed on the already cluttered Zoom screen a graphics application
called ‘Mural’.
Ruka used Mural to illustrate the results of a poorly designed pre-

workshop survey.With only 14 respondents (out of possibly 60 ‘key users’),
just under half were ‘extremely unhappy’ with Collections. She scrolled

Honiana Love and Stephen Clarke. Te Hokinga Mahara, Winter 2022, National
Archives
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around Mural to relate critical user comments to five main ‘pain points’.
These included those of HistoryWorks participants, Bruce Stirling and
Vincent O’Malley. They pointed out that Collections failed to allow
searches byAgency and Series, the keyArchway components.Moreover, the
Collections filter options did not include a simple chronological search
within these two basic components of government records.
In the second half of the two hour online workshop Ruka asked users to

propose Collections improvements. When Vincent asked about when
Archives would report such improvements,Angela Beaumont (perhaps the
best-informed Archives participant) said quarterly. Another Archives
person agreed with Tui MacDonald that they should reconsider their
restricted hours of service, even though they had announced that this was
‘out of scope’.
I chose to bypass Mural with my written comments which I

communicated using the more direct Zoom chat column. There I repeated
what the troc/phanza delegation had stated at the 5 May encounter.We
wanted Collections to match the functionality of Archway to allow us to
search by its five components:
► Agency;
► Series;
► Accession;
► Record number, and;
► Repository.
I pointed out that in the edited 5 May minutes (delivered to Archives on

11 May) we asked Honiana Love to confirm that Archives were committed
to restoring this ‘functionality’ to Collection. Even if Archives had ditched
Archway, could they not provide a suitable replacement?
The troc/phanza delegation got our answer almost exactly 24 hours

after the conclusion of the 30 June Zoom workshop. On her last day as
Acting Chief Archivist Honiana delivered the final 5 May minutes. In
these minutes confirmed almost two months after the meeting, she
withdrew fromwhatwe understood as her 5May commitment. In response
to our plea to restore Archway functionality in Collections, she stated on 1
July that ‘she can’t promise exactly when search functionality, akin to
Archives functionality, could be rolled out. This is in the longer term and is
yet to be mapped out’.
Stephen Clarke resumed his position as Chief Archivist on Monday 4

July. So, the struggle continues!

The noisy library for
New Zealand music
Chris Bourke charts the development of AudioCulture

History of all kinds has always interested me, but from an early age music
history has dominated. New Zealand music was prominent on television
in the 1960s, which laid a good foundation for my work now, as content
director of the New Zealand popular music history website AudioCulture.
I am a child of the C’mon generation, who religiously watched the pop

music show on Saturday evenings broadcast from 1967 to 1969 by NZBC-
TV. Produced by Kevan Moore in Auckland, its set designs were in the
geometric black-and-white of Swinging London, and the rapid-fire songs
were also mostly from the UK or US. But they were performed by locals.
This was the sixties zeitgeist recreated by New Zealanders, for New
Zealanders. The stars were Sandy Edmonds, the Chicks, Shane, Larry
Morris, and Ray Columbus.
An epiphany occurred in 1968, when a classmate brought to our

Standard Two ‘show and tell’ a mono, suitcase record player and a 45rpm
disc. The single – the current #1 hit – had been recorded by his HuttValley
neighbours, who called themselves the Simple Image.We must have spun
‘Spinning Spinning Spinning’ a dozen times in a row, until we were almost
sick. What made it important was that this music came from our
neighbourhood.We felt a connection to it.Wewere too young to realise that
all those bands on C’mon were playing dances at nearby youth clubs and
halls.
A similar epiphany took place 10 years later at the meat works in Petone.

I was on the chain gang, surrounded by hundreds of other freezing
workers, who were mostly Māori. In the ceiling was a radio, tuned to 2ZM.
Several times a day, the song ‘Jezebel’ would come on, the current #1 hit. It
was recorded just a few hundred metres away, at EMI’s Petone studio. The
singer was Jon Stevens, a member of the big Stevenson family known
throughout the Hutt, especially by my co-workers. Each time the song
played, the chain gang began to swing as the workers all sang along, the
production line picking up pace as they shouted out the chorus. Carcasses
flew by at extra speed for three exhilarating minutes.
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These two moments taught me the impact of local culture, when it was
given its moment by programmers and gatekeepers who suffered from a
serious dose of ‘the cringe’.
By then I was at university, and music history courses were slowly

starting to dominate my degree. The lecturers were local composers
(Lilburn, Body, Farquhar, Harris); in English, some were poets (Manhire,
Bertram). Note the gender. Information about New Zealand’s cultural
history was a compelling distraction: it existed before us, and was right
among us.
But there was no mention of popular music, or even jazz,while I studied

music at Victoria University. Luckily, a New Zealand pop music magazine
had arrived in 1977 which treated local music with respect. Like C’mon
before it, Rip It Up reflected overseas trends, in a local context. There was a
plethora of post-punk bands creating music that – like the sixties New
Zealand bands – was obviously going to last. ‘Counting the Beat’ and ‘There
is No Depression in New Zealand’ are now more than 40 years old. I’d

venture that most of those dancing at clubs like Zwines (Auckland) or the
Last Resort (Wellington) or theGladstone (Christchurch) felt like pioneers.
Each generation thinks it invented fun, and pop keeps eating itself.
At either end of the eighties, a record album and a book changed that

perception. In 1980, Rhys Walker released How Was the Air Up There? – a
compilation of 1960s New Zealand garage and R&B bands. In 1988 John
Dix published Stranded in Paradise, a history of New Zealand rock’n’roll
from 1955 to 1988. Both had an immediate impact, not just nostalgia for
those who experienced it first hand, but as inspiration for up and coming
bands. They were treading in the footsteps of those who had walked before
them.
My book Blue Smoke: the Lost Dawn of New Zealand Popular Music

1918–1964 (AUP, 2010) was like a prequel to Stranded in Paradise. I loved
exploring the pre-rock’n’roll world of New Zealand popular music, and
again it was eagerly received by those who were there (fast disappearing)
and especially their children and grandchildren.
Simultaneous to my Blue Smoke research, Simon Grigg was exploring the

Chris Bourke. Photo: Andrew Dalziel.

Simon Grigg and Michael O’Neill, Devonport, 1982. Photo: Jim Abbott.
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viability of an idea, to establish a website for the history of New Zealand
popular music. Simon has been a Zelig-character since the late seventies,
managing pioneering punk band the Suburban Reptiles, launching his
own label Propeller Records (which released ‘No Depression’ by Blam
Blam Blam and many other post-punk bands), establishing several key
dance clubs, and taking OMC’s ‘How Bizarre’ to the top of charts
worldwide. He envisaged a site that was full of stories and information, a
popularmusic equivalent of Sounz,which is for New Zealand artmusic.He
called it AudioCulture, and the subtitle was its mission statement: ‘the
noisy library for New Zealand music’.
With the help ofChrisCaddick, ex-emi New Zealand chief executive,and

chair of industry body Recorded Music NZ, Simonmanaged to get support
from the record industry and, crucially, persuaded NZ On Air to come on
board as a funder. NZ On Air paired the site with NZ On Screen, which
showcases New Zealand’s screen and television heritage with a curated
approach, using experts to background their material. NZ On Screen and
AudioCulture became part of a new charitable trust, Digital Media Trust:
they could share administration costs, and there were many synergies
between the sites. The site launched inMay 2013 with 200 pages: profiles of
musicians, record labels or ‘scenes’ (more general features about music). In
late 2016 I took over from Simon as content director, and the site now has
more than 2000 pages.

Partnerships and relationships are crucial to making AudioCulture
work. Thanks to the support of the record industry, the site can embed
music clips from Spotify; thanks to the NZ On Screen connection,
embedding the music clips and documentaries – for which they have
cleared the rights – helps bring their work to a wider audience. Other
partners include Radio New Zealand – AudioCulture embeds many of its
music documentaries and live broadcasts, and lets them share ourmaterial
on their website – and the National Library, which enables the site to
feature photos from its collection. Being partners means these
connections are streamlined, and requests can be sorted quickly. It also
means the taxpayer, which pays for most of these institutions, gets better
value through easy access tomaterial once hidden in an archive.We rely on
the goodwill of the musicians themselves, for access to their photo albums
and boxes of ephemera. Our presence is just online: we are not an archive
that collects actual cultural treasure. But we help people when they ask for
advice about what to do with scrapbooks, photo albums and rare
recordings, leading them to the right person in an institution.
Wewant our profiles and articles to be thorough andwell researched, but

written with style, not the bare-bones factual approach of an encyclopedia.
Also, we want the writing to be well-informed storytelling, avoiding the
jargon or theory used by academic historians: the purpose is to reach as
many people as possible,and excite themabout ourmusical history.Aswell
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as a music history, the site is a social history: at any point of history,music
is there as an accompaniment. We provide reliable information on New
Zealandmusic to whoever needs it: fans, researchers, and other media. The
text on the site can be re-used by others through a copyright commons
licence: only a credit and link is required.
There are many benefits of being an online historical resource. For still-

active musicians, we can update their pages with new developments; for
the recently deceased our pages are very useful for writers of obituaries.We
can fix errors or expand stories quickly.Also,we can play with the way that
history is presented, so that our content is appealing for those who are
time-poor in this age of relentless publishing on so many platforms.Using
free software, we have created interactive ‘Story Maps’ that describe the
musical activity of a town or city, linking to stories already on the site. This
gives a sense of identity and pride to the residents, and also keeps our ‘back
catalogue’ of stories in constant use. (As the site has got bigger, new stories
are more in competition with the old stories which are always being read
for the first time by new readers.) We have created ‘timelines’ to give a
chronological overview of how genres such as country music, reggae, rap
and punk developed. It is a fun way to present history, and useful in the

classroom, showing the musical environment when, say, the Springbok
Tour, Vietnam War, or Bastion Point occupation occurred. And it keeps
drawing people further into the site, tempted by links to other stories.
We see AudioCulture’s audience as being very diverse: useful to fans as

well as academics, reliable and readable by both. Being a history site, our
readership is weighted to the over 45s, and we are concentrating on stories
from the 2000s to attract the next generation. A very pleasing statistic is
that over the last five years, the female readers have risen from 37% of the
total, to being exactly 50/50 with males. This is unheard of for a music-
oriented website or publication.
We are a history-based site: that’s our brief.We are not supposed to be a

contemporary music magazine, covering current events, which would
require a lot more resources and is already covered by other media. But we
need to move forward with each era and genre, so that we are constantly
bringing in a new, younger audience.
As AudioCulture approaches its 10th birthday, it is well established as

part of New Zealand’s music infrastructure and conversation.We see this
through the goodwill of musicians, the industry, and the very responsive
audience. Now there is no excuse for cultural cringe.
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The Women’s Rest
Elizabeth Pishief reports on a cherished building for women in
Napier

TheWomen’s Rest in Memorial Square, Napier, has been closed for several
years following a damning engineering report which identified it was an
earthquake risk. Previously known as the Mothers’ Rest, this building is a
cherished place to the people of Napier and nationally significant; it is
listed with Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga as a Category 1 historic
place, No. 1180. The other historic place within Memorial Square is the

Cenotaph (listed as a Category 2 historic place, No. 1133). Currently the Art
Deco Trust is working with Napier City Council and the wider community,
especially women’s groups such as the National Council ofWomen and the
Womens’ Institutes, to find a new use for the building and raise funds to
undertake earthquake strengthening and much needed conservation
work.
After World War One (and amidst the influenza pandemic) there was a

great outpouring of public grief and pride throughout New Zealand with
calls to buildmonuments andmemorials. But there weremany ambivalent
feelings about the war and the terrible sacrifices people had made. At the
unveiling of theCenotaph in 1924 a newspaper reporter identified some of
these ambivalent feelings: bitterness, sorrow, pride, the joy of winning, and
finally, a reverence for sacrifice. The outpourings of emotion were
expressed in the enormous amount of money that was donated towards
memorials. But considerable controversy surrounded what sort of
memorial should be built.
Finally, in 1923 Councillor Bryant mentioned that people were divided

between themonumental and the utilitarian proposals, but he thought that
the two ideas should be blended. The idea of a Mothers’ Rest was raised at
this meeting; it was further developed when the Plunket Society asked for
rooms to be incorporated into the new building. In February 1924 the
Mayor,MrAndrews, announced that Napier’s war memorial would be both
the Cenotaph and the Mothers’ Rest, with the Mothers’ Rest as the
utilitarian memorial and the Cenotaph as the emotive one.

◄ Memorial Square
soon after opening
c.1926 showing
the Cenotaph and
Mothers’ Rest in
the specially
designed Memorial
Square. Photo:
Sydney Charles
Smith. Art Deco
Trust

The Women’s Rest in November 2018. Photo: Elizabeth Pishief.
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The two together are Napier’s war memorial and it would be appropriate
to list them as a historic area surrounded by the specially laid out garden
which was designed to link them. The improvements to Memorial Square,
which had been vacant since Napier Main School vacated it in 1916, began
inAugust 1923whenMrCorner the city gardener had the stone edging and
planting done. Mr Clapcott the Borough Engineer designed the square,
which was not finished until the Cenotaph and the Mothers’ Rest were
built.
The Cenotaph was designed by the architect D A Frame and built during

1924. It was unveiled on 9 November 1924 before a large crowd. The Mayor
commented that the choice of the site in northern Clive Square for the
monument was appropriate because when the old school had stood across
the road it was on this plot of ground that:

many of the children who later served the colours had learned their first
lessons in patriotism and in discipline. Later, again, they had received
instruction inmilitary drill on the same spot,while finally it was here that
the troops assembled in Napier before their departure for the war zones
overseas.

The other part of the civic memorial in Clive Square was the Mothers’
Rest, which was an integral part of the total memorial at Clive Square. The
competition was won by J A Louis Hay,who designed aMothers’ Rest in his
Prairie style, a domestic style, presumably considered appropriate for a
building that was intended for the use of women and children. The
Governor General laid the foundation stone on 24 October 1925. The
building was officially opened on 25 April 1926, following the annual
memorial service held in the Municipal Theatre across the road, and the
northern side of Clive Square was officially renamedMemorial Square.
The earthquake on 3 February 1931 destroyed most of Napier’s notable

buildings and the fires that followed contributed to the disaster. After the
earthquake a moratorium was placed on the rebuilding any new business

Mothers’ Rest after the Hawke’s Bay earthquake on 3 February 1931 from the
Tennyson Street side of Memorial Square. The building was badly damaged by the
earthquake. Photo: attributed to architect Frank L. Moodie. MTG Hawke’s Bay,
m90/31, 7256 m, 76620

Tin Town, showing the Cenotaph, the Mother’s Rest and McGlashan’s Auctioneers, with
St Patrick’s Church, Trinity Methodist Church, and trees on the perimeters of Clive and
Memorial Squares. Photo: A. B. Hurst. MTG Hawke’s Bay, m2003/6/44, 3278 f, 77006
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premises while a rational plan for the central business district was
prepared. A loan of £10,000 was provided by the Government for the
construction of 32 temporary business premises in Clive Square, and 22
professional offices in Memorial Square, which were built with wooden
frames covered with corrugated iron by Fletcher Construction and
popularly called ‘Tin Town’. It opened on 16 March 1931. The relatively
undamaged Mothers’ Rest was incorporated into the Memorial Square
shop complex and the Cenotaph was surrounded by it.
In 1933 at the request of the Commissioners who were running Napier,

the Borough Engineer, Mr Climie, examined the Mothers’ Rest and
concluded that it could ‘be reinstated and restored to its appearance before
the earthquake.’ But by July, the Borough had had its administrative
functions restored so Mr Climie wrote to the Town Clerk attaching his
report explaining that four options had been investigated, and they had
conferred from time to time with Mr Louis Hay, the architect for the
original design. Another report a year later concluded that the walls were
‘pretty extensively damaged’. It was planned to make the building light and
flexible while not losing the general original form.An existing description
of the work to be undertaken in the ‘reconditioning’ of the Mothers’ Rest
indicates that it was considerably more radical than has been
acknowledged and that the addition to the foundation stone which says:
‘Destroyed by earthquake 1931; rebuilt 1934’ may be more accurate. The
buildingwas not destroyed by the earthquake because it was the core of Tin
Town. But in 1934 it was substantially rebuilt from the brick walls up to
ensure that it met the newly developed earthquake standards of the period.
In 1955 an application was made to the Minister of Lands for extension

of the lease to enable additions to the Mothers’ Rest for the benefit of the
Merchant Navy Club who occupied the building. Permission was finally
granted in 1958. Further changes were made to the building as part of the
commemorations of the 1993Women’s Suffrage Centennial.
The Women’s Rest, as it is now known, is a key component of the city’s

World War One commemorative park, Memorial Square. It has historical
and social significance as a tribute to those involved in theWorldWarOne.
This public building provided important social facilities: first to mothers
and otherwomen as a place of rest in the centre of town; as part of Tin Town
after the 1931 Earthquake; and later as the centre for the Merchant Navy
Club and St John’s Ambulance Association. It served for many years as a
ballet studio, and remained a community centre housing the Citizens’

Advice Bureau,until it was closed because of concerns about its earthquake
strength.
The Art Deco Trust now has an mou with Napier Council to lead the

conservation work with the community and reuse the Women’s Rest in
ways that promote its social, cultural, historical, technological and
commemorative significance.
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Heritage

Michael Kelly looks at the fate of a highly significant Auckland
building and celebrates the return of an important television
programme

Carrington Hospital
The land around Unitec in Auckland has been earmarked for a high-
density housing development by the government. Unfortunately, as part of
the infrastructure for this development, a road will be built that will
require the demolition of part of the magnificent Carrington Hospital,
which opened in 1865. The affected portions are early 20th century
additions, two wings that were carefully designed to sit well with the
prevailing architecture.

The former psychiatric hospital, which was originally known as Whau
Lunatic Asylum, once housed hundreds of patients. It certainly has had a
mixed past, as the Abuse in Care inquiry is investigating, but its
architecture and antiquity are undeniable. Most notably, it stands as an
outstanding, early example of Victorian decorative polychromatic
brickwork.
After it closed in the early 1990s, it was taken over by Carrington

Polytechnic, later Unitec, in 1994. In 2018, the government bought the
building and the adjacent land and began planning the housing
development. The large former hospital is intended to be used by the
community, possibly as accommodation for artists.
The former hospital is listed as a Category 1 historic place by Heritage

New Zealand Pouhere Taonga and Category A on the Auckland Unitary
Plan. Regrettably, both HNZPT and the Auckland Council have agreed to
the demolition of the rear portions of the twowings. Is a road a good reason
to destroy heritage of this significance?

The return of Time Team
Finding quality programmes about heritage to watch on your chosen
viewing device can be a bit of a chore, even with a plethora of options on
offer.A go-to option for many back in the 1990s and 2000s was Time Team,
a British archaeological programme that offered an hour of reality TV
without the cringe. It also turned a generation of casual television viewers
on to the joys of archaeology.
A team of specialists would investigate a site over three days and, using a

variety of technological tools and good old-fashioned digging, plus some
historical research (although sometimes not enough), uncover the story of
the site. Well that was the concept. Occasionally it didn’t work out, but it
made for surprisingly good TV, especially as the public got to know (and
love) some of the regulars, who were led by front man Tony Robinson. It
even featured a New Zealander, archaeologist Brigid Gallagher, for several
seasons.
When it wound up in 2014, after 21 series and 286 episodes, the general

feeling was that the programme had run its course. But now it’s back, in a
limited way. The previous version featured 12 or more programmes a year
and was funded by the BBC. Today, funding is courtesy of public

The front elevation of Carrington Hospital. Photo: The Big Idea/Te Aria Nui Charitable
Trust.
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subscription through Patreon (a membership-based, creative arts
platform) and there have only been two programmes so far. They now
screen on YouTube, not a television channel.
Regardless, the return of an updated Time Team is very welcome. The

whole thing has been masterminded by the programme’s original creator,
TimTaylor,andmany of the old presenters/specialists are back.The format,
although certainly tweaked, is much the same. The programme always
adhered to sound scholarship, even allowing for the occasional,wild theory
based on flimsy evidence. This time, the programme has new technology at
its disposal that provides much more scope to learn about sub-surface
remains without even having to put a shovel in the ground. It also lets the
producers apply visual effects to offer a more stimulating viewing
experience. Another thing that hasn’t changed is the window it opens on
the remarkable range of professions and niche specialists that work in
British archaeology and heritage. The programme always deftly mixed the
relationship between standing structures and sub-surface remains.
The return of Time Team on YouTube highlights the fact that much of the

history we consume in our homes is going to come increasingly through
streaming services, free or otherwise. The good news is that there is
definitely a market out there for history and heritage.We should all benefit
from that.

Conferences

Fiona McKergow offers a personal highlight from the 2022
National Council on Public History conference

In early May I had the pleasure of being an early morning participant at
the late afternoon sessions of the five-day National Council on Public
History (ncph) conference. Hosted by Pheedloop – not by Montrealers as
originally intended – the nz$75 conference fee was terrific value (thanks,
phanza’s contestable fund!). The conference site was remarkably easy to
navigate, aided by an excellent tutorial, integrated with Zoom (useful when
the sound dropped out), and allowed subsequent access to recordings.
For me, Gregory Smoak, director of the American West Center at the

University of Utah, delivered the standout presentation: ‘Every History
Has a Nature: Thoughts on Doing Public Environmental History’. As
outgoing ncph president, he offered some personal reflections on the
intersections between public and environmental history and on the role of
advocacy in history in his address. He made a compelling case that
historians have a more and more important role in helping communities
understand the rapid changes that are now taking place around them.
Catastrophic climate change, the Covid-19 pandemic, and the increasingly
vocal attacks on knowledge, on science, and on history,were canvassed.
As he explained, questions relating to historians and advocacy go back

many, many decades and are in the spotlight again. For environmental
history, advocacy is one of the core reasons the field exists in the first place:
not just to understand the past, but also to challenge the ways we live now
and in the future.Advocacy for good scholarship and for public service, to
inform public discourse, to consider the goals and values of human society,
might seem indisputable.
A fundamental principle of public history is that ‘history can and should

be put to an applied purpose’, but public historians can be caught between
a rock and a hard place.
One of the most persistent criticisms of public historians is that in

working for communities and clients they set aside their objectivity to
become ‘biased advocates’. On the other hand, a traditional role for
knowledge workers like historians has been to provide balanced syntheses
of evidence to ‘decision makers’ and not to advocate for any particular
course of action. Although not referred to by Smoak, the fact that this has
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not been enough to bring about sufficient action on climate change or
other environmental problems is now causing some groups like Scientists
Rebellion and Faculty for a Future to strongly rethink advocacy.
Smoak illustrated these ideas through three examples:
First, Covid, through the lens that epidemics are human, not just

biological. He compared the unequal impacts of Covid, in which poor
people were more likely to be exposed as essential workers and also to have
less access to healthcare than rich people, to the post-Columbus ‘virgin soil
epidemics’ that greatly affected Native Americans. Microbes and the
populations’ lack of resistance to them were not the only or even the main
factors at play in a situation of conquest, colonisation, and destruction of
food sources and way of life.
Second, memorialisation at Little Bighorn in the Crow Indian

Reservation, the subject of a forthcoming book by Smoak. The army’s
enclosure of the site soon after the battle triggered long-ranging
environmental changes, culminating in a 1983 grass fire covering the
entire site and exposing archaeological remains. The claim is that any
historical topic can be viewed through an environmental lens, and that
nature forms a fundamental category of historical analysis, an argument
developed in Mark Fiege’s The Republic of Nature.
Third, Smoak discussed his contribution to ‘ThinkWater Utah’, a massive

outreach project involving numerous exhibitions and activities across the
state for two years. Drought, development patterns, climate change, water
use and misuse, the ongoing impact of decisions dating back to the 19th
century, and the rapidly declining state of theGreat Salt Lake, all combined
in his ‘community essays’, UtahWaterWays and Utah’s Journey Stories, and

served as an example of the purpose of
advocacy in public history.
His closing statement was that public

environmental history should lead the way in
making the value of history clear to the public
and help push back on attacks on those who
are ‘advocating for good history in support of
good science’.

New members

Sarah Gallagher is a heritage advisor with
Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga
where she maintains and develops the
Heritage List/Rārangi Kōrero in Otago/
Southland. Sarah has an ma in Classics
from the University of Otago and a mlis
from Victoria University of Wellington.
With over 20 years’ experience in the
information sector working in the
tertiary, local government and private
sectors, researching andwriting about our
places of cultural significance is a
privilege.
Sarah’s side hustle running the Dunedin

Flat Names Project cemented her interest
in the role of home and place as a focus of
identity. This longitudinal project records
and researches the ephemeral names of
student flats in Dunedin’s north end and
saw Sarah receive a New Zealand History
Trust Award in 2009. This resulted in her
book, Scarfie Flats of Dunedin (Imagination
Press, 2019),with Ian Chapman.
Sarah loves that her work allows her to

travel Otago and Southland to investigate
special places and to work with the people
who know about these places. Sarah is a
contributor to the award-winning radio
show Heritage Matters on Otago Access
Radio https://oar.org.nz/heritage-matters/
She is currently working on review

reports of the New Zealand Elevator Company’s building in Ōamaru, a
once fantastically huge limestone structure enrobing a gigantic machine,
and the Sandymount Lime Kilns Complex on Otago Peninsula. Recent
work includes: ‘Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga report for the
Studio of Ralph Hotere (Former),’ list no 9762, https://

◄ Gregory Smoak’s Utah Water Ways for Think
Water Utah. Source: https://
www.utahhumanities.org/images/centerheritage/
docs/TWU_UtahWaterWays_rev2022_Essay_lr.pdf
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www.heritage.org.nz/the-list/details/9762; an article in the New Zealand
Journal of Public History about an early Wakatipu photographer; and a
forthcoming article in the Australasian Journal of Maritime Archaeology
about a rediscovered clinker boat in Luncheon Cove in Tamatea/Dusky
Sound.
► Scholar profile: https://scholar.google.co.nz/citations?user=jRTX-
d0AAAAJ&hl=en

Dr Janine Irvine is awriter, researcher and
collaborative storyteller who is interested
in the stories of peoples’ lives and their
connections to places and communities.
After several years of researching and
writing life stories, Janine completed her
doctorate – ‘Our place: Reimagining local
history as life writing’. The research
contemplated a literary appreciation of
local history writing as collaborative life
writing – as autobiographies of places.
Recently, she produced an e-book, The

Stories of Places: A literary approach to
writing local histories, to share the main
findings and observations from the
doctoral thesis as an easy-to-read and
contemplative resource for writers of
local history. It offers practical
suggestions from the experiences of other
writers and local history book projects
and poses a series of questions for writers,
or would-be writers, to reflect upon. You
can contact Janine to request free copies
of this e-book at
janineirvine.lifewriting@gmail.com.

Some of Dr Irvine’s other publications
include Rakaia: Our History; Eyes turned
skyward – Air Commodore “Nugget” Cohen
and The Pioneer Story of the Roose family
(Pukekohe).

Member publications

Karin Speedy, Foundations, Lower Hutt, 2022.
ISBN: 9780473636890 (Softcover POD); ISBN:
9780473636906 (Epub); ISBN: 9780473636913
(Kindle)
RRP $33
In Foundations, Karin Speedy takes us on a
whirlwind journey through time and space as
she navigates intersecting personal, local,
family and global histories, stories that help
her reckon with who she is and where she
stands in this complicated (post)colonial
world. If colonialism, slavery, violence and
heartbreak feature heavily in her memoir so
too do friendship, love, poetry, books, music,
laughter and resistance. Warm, funny, quirky yet also confronting and, at
times, shockingly brutal, her childhood and young adult memories bring
to life the scenes and sounds of 70s,80s and 90sNew Zealand.At university,
Karin’s unquenchable thirst for knowledge and social justice see her
embark on her first research project, a decolonial study of Louisiana
Creole, research that cements her future as an anti-racist, activist scholar.
Forever questioning the master narratives, digging deeper and peeling
back layers to expose what lies hidden beneath and behind, Karin reminds
us that history and trauma are all around us, ingrained in our lives, etched
into our landscapes and at the very foundations of our cities and
infrastructure.When she begins to examine her own family stories, rooted
in colonisation and working-class struggle and embedded in the national
histories of Aotearoa and Australia, she uncovers astonishing inter-
generational palimpsests and starts to grasp the importance of listening to
her ghosts.

Ann McEwan, ‘Heritage Issues’, in Carolyn Miller and Lee Beattie, eds, Planning
Practice in New Zealand, 2nd edition, LexisNexis NZ Ltd, Wellington, 2022, see
chapter 17.
Cheryl Ware, ‘Remember their names’: Gay Men’s HIV and AIDS Death Notices,
1984–96’, Australian Historical Studies, vol 52, no 2 (2021), pp 308–26.

mailto:mailto:janineirvine.lifewriting@gmail.com
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PHANZA publications

New Zealand Journal of Public History
Two further articles have been uploaded to the New Zealand Journal of
Public History site, see https://phanza.org.nz/new-zealand-journal-of-
public-history/
Katie Pickles, a historian at the University of Canterbury, contributes an
opinion piece on the importance of public squares.
Sarah Gallagher, a heritage advisor with Heritage New Zealand Pouhere
Taonga, investigates the photographic career of Frederick Finch.
Options for publication include research articles of 5000–6000 words and
interviews, opinion pieces and photo essays of 2000–3000 words.
Please contact editor@phanza.org.nz if you wish to contribute to nzjph or
bring our attention to interesting work in the field of public history.

Phanzine
If you wish to publicise your work through Phanzine and/or social media,
please forward the details to editor@phanza.org.nz
The deadline for content for the December issue of Phanzine is Friday 11
November.

Awards

the friends of the hocken collections award 2023

To mark the occasion of its 25th anniversary in 2016, the Friends of the
Hocken Collections (fohc) offered an award of nz$10,000 to support a
research project on some aspect of the historical development of culture
and society in New Zealand, primarily using the resources of the Hocken
Collections.
Joint winners of the anniversaryAwardwere Laurence Fearnley and Paul

Hersey (for work undertaken in 2017), and their book, To the Mountains: A
Collection of New Zealand Alpine Writing, was the very pleasing result.

In addition, as the Award competition had attracted a wide range of
applications – for many eminently fundable projects in which the Hocken
Collections’ resources were of vital or key importance – the Friends’
executive committee resolved to continue to offer The Friends of the
Hocken Collections Award as funding permits. The winner of the second
Award (for tenure in 2020) was Dr Jonathan West for field work and
research towards his proposed book Mirrors on the Land: Histories of New
Zealand’s Lakes.

the fohc award 2023

The Award’s value continues as $10,000. Its intended outcomes in 2023 are
– as in previous rounds – creatively open for project applicants themselves
to develop and propose. Salient aspects such as the project’s medium,
genre, scope, and purpose are prescription-free. Both collaborative and
singular applications are welcome.

timelines

Detailed Application Information are available on the Friends of the
Hocken Collections website https://hockenfriends.org.nz/ .
The Closing Date for the Award to be held in the calendar year 2023 is 15

October 2022. Applicants will be advised of the competition result by 30
November 2022.
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Climbers in the Southern Alps/Ka Tiritiri o Te Moana in 1908. Photo: James Robert
Dennistoun. Canterbury Museum, 2016.1.273


